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IP over WDM explores the coming together of communication and computer networking technologies: optical fiber using WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) and IP - the Internet Protocol.    

Fiber optics technology is revolutionizing the telecommunications and networking industries by offering the enormous capacity required to sustain continuous growth of the Internet. Meanwhile, IP is rapidly becoming the dominant network protocol for a global and ubiquitous Internet.     

In his pioneering text, Kevin Liu demonstrates how to fully exploit the fiber bandwidth capacity by WDM and the universal connectivity offered by IP, by carefully integrating the two technologies and optimising systems to play to their strengths. He presents IP/WDM architectural and internetworking models, discusses network control and traffic engineering and highlights issues specific to IP/WDM networks.    

Features:    

	Performance studies, simulations and case studies          
	WDM network testbeds and products comparison          
	Standardization initiatives          
	A comprehensive review of optical communications, routing, signalling, and other optical network control and management functions          
	A comprehensive review of IP over WDM networking architectures, IP/WDM internetworking models, and IP/WDM service models          
	Detailed coverage of Internet routing, MPLS/MPlS/GMPLS, IP/WDM network addressing, WDM topology discovery, IP/WDM routing, IP/WDM signalling, and IP/WDM restoration          
	Detailed coverage on Internet and MPLS traffic engineering, and IP/WDM traffic engineering          
	Discussion on IP/WDM group communication, TCP over optical networks, and IP/WDM network applications    


This detailed and precise presentation of a new paradigm in network engineering will appeal to all telecommunications and computer network engineers designing and building next generation systems as well as graduate students majoring in control and traffic engineering for next generation optical networks.
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Applications of Biotechnology in OncologyHumana Press, 2013

	Applications of Biotechnology in Oncology collects key writings by Kewal K. Jain on the most important contributions of biotechnology to cancer research, particularly to the molecular diagnosis of cancer and drug delivery in cancer for personalized management of patients. Basics of various “omics” technologies and their...
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Modelling, Pricing, and Hedging Counterparty Credit Exposure: A Technical Guide (Springer Finance)Springer, 2010
The credit crisis that started in 2007, with the collapse of well-established financial institutions and the bankruptcy of many public corporations, has clearly shown the importance for any company entering the derivative business of modelling, pricing, and hedging its counterparty credit exposure.

Building an accurate...
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iOS Game Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 45 interesting game recipes that will help you create your next enthralling game


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create 2D graphics with Sprite Kit, game physics, AI behaviours, 3D game programming, and multiplayer gaming
	
		Use native iOS frameworks for OpenGL to create 3D textures, allowing...
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The C++ Programming Language (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1997

	This book presents every major C++ language feature and the standard library. It is organized around language and library facilities. However, features are presented in the context of their use. That is, the focus is on the language as the tool for design and programming rather than on the language in itself. This book demonstrates key...
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Open Source Web Site Construction KitSams Publishing, 2002
Gives readers a comprehensive survey of the best tools for building and maintaining Web sites. Author takes the reader through the process of thinking through and then building an open source Web site. Softcover.       

       This book gives readers a comprehensive survey of the best tools for building and maintaining Web sites.  In a...
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JSTL: JSP Standard Tag Library Kick StartSams Publishing, 2002
The JSP Standard Tag Library is a collection of commonly used functions and tools invaluable to JSP developers to avoid re-creating the same functions on site after site.  Sun has indicated that JSP development should be based around using tag libraries going forward, and will relase JSP STL, as their official library.  This book starts with an...
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